Patterns and Functions
of Melody
By Daniel Nistico

Tendency Tones
Stability vs. Instability
- Each tone of a scale has a different level of stability
- The tonic, fifth and octave (1-5-8) are the most stable (Yellow = pure like golden light)
- The third and sixth (3-6) are stable, but still contain tension (Light purple = stable but also restless)
- The remaining degrees (2-4-7) are fully unstable (Dark purple = very restless)
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Tension and Resolution
- Notes that are unstable or restless want to move to a stable tone = resolution
- This tension and resolution creates a pull, physically caused by the sound waves moving from disordered ratios
(15:8 = Major 7th for example) to ordered ones (2:1 for an octave).
- The notes of tension are thus called tendency tones, because they have a strong tendency to resolve
- The dark purple scale degrees above represent notes of that contain the highest amount of tension, therefore they are
the strongest tendency tones
- Tendency tones are more powerful when they are a semitone apart from their resolution
- The 3rd, 6th, 2nd and 7th degrees can be of either major or minor quality
- Tendency tones often occur at the end of a phrase or section, where maximum repose is required
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Symphony No. 40 in G Minor by Mozart
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Chromatic alteration

Etude 2, Op. 60 by Sor

Chromatic Alterations
- Places the notes one semitone from each other, increasing the pull effect
- These often serve to have a decorating or ornamenting function
- Raised notes tend to resolve upwards
- Lowered notes tend to resolve downwards
- In a major key, this often results in a cheeky character (example by Carulli)
- In a minor key, this often results in a lamenting character (example by Giuliani)

Variations on a Theme by Molinara, op.
107 by Carulli

Variations on a Theme by Handel
by Giuliani
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Melodic Motion
- There are three types of motion found in melodies:
1. Conjunct (smooth movement by step). Marked as C
2. Disjunct (disjoined movement by leap) Marked as D
3. Static (no movement) Marked as S
- Conjunct motion tends to be the most prevalent, otherwise you will have melodies that erratically move or melodies
that don’t move enough
- When disjunct movement occurs, it tends to outline triads or chords
- There is usually a fairly balanced mixture of the three types of motions, although static motion doesn’t always occur
D ------------------------------D ----------------------------------

Leaps outline C major triad

Leaps outline G7

C --------------------

S --------------------

Movement by step

No movement
Etude 1, Op. 31 by Sor

Balances out previous C motion
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------------D
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Prelude 5, Villa-Lobos
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Motifs
- Melodies are often comprised of small units called motifs

Symphony No. 40 in G Minor by Mozart

- Motifs can be melodic, rhythmic, or both
A Fugue is a great form to study how melodic motifs derived from the subject are developed or transformed

Fugue by Daniel Nistico - subject

Episode section - subject motif augmented rhythmically

Final section - rhythmically altered

Incidentally, notice how the tendency tones function as expected in the subject and help delineate the constituent
motifs.
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Bach’s Prelude BWV 999 illustrates how you can exploit one rhythmic motif to form the basis of a whole piece.
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Similar rhythmic and melodic motifs often occur at the beginnings and ends of sections, but often transposed. Again,
note the tendency tones in the A section material.
Gigue from Suite BWV 995 by Bach

Beginning of A section (A Minor, Tonic)

End of A section (E Major, Dominant)

Beginning of B section (E Major, Dominant)

End of B section (A Minor, Tonic)

Sequences
- A melody or motif that is repeated a step higher or lower
- Typically a descending sequence results in a decrescendo (de-intensification of energy)
- Typically an ascending sequence results in a crescendo (intensification of energy)
- Sequences will often result in a reharmonization of the melody, like seeing the same image in different light
- Sequences can often make the music sound Baroque, as it was such a typical feature of that style

Ascending Sequence

Prelude No. 3 by Villa-Lobos
A section
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Baroque sounding
Descending sequence

Descending sequence

Descending sequence

Descending sequence

Descending sequence

Prelude No. 3 by Villa-Lobos
B Section

Cadences
- Cadence derives from “cadere”, which means “to fall” in Latin
- A cadence IS NOT simply a V-I or I-V progression
- A cadence IS a resting point in the music, equivalent to a comma or full stop
- Cadences are often produced by long note values and/or rests
- Melodies will often end on stable scale degrees
Etude 5 Op. 31 by Sor
Cadence (comma)

Antecedent -------------------------------------------------

Cadence (full stop)

Consequent ------------------------------------------------------

Phrase Structure
- Phrases often contain two parts; a question (antecedent) and an answer (consequent)
- Each part often contains its own cadence, though the consequent usually sees more of a powerful conclusion
- When melodies begin with an upbeat, that upbeat is often continued for the remaining phrases
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